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ABSTRACTS OF THE PHYSICO-CHEMICAL 
     LITERATURE IN JAPAN •
(1940)
nal. ~v December, 1940 xo. s
          I-GENERAL AND PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
    Further investigation on single I betweenconduction Ixmd and impurity IM•el. 
crystals of metaborie acid. H. '1'araki. 'This impurity level u caused byalkaline earth 
J Sct._ Hirarleitrta Univ., Y0, ro9-r z (t9}o). I atoms, which are dislx:rsed exce~ively. in the 
-In this. expt. single crystals of Iil3pe {a) oxide and can be produced bythu "actiea-
for microscopic ben. could beprotiucetl v ry ~ tion" of the ea[liode. Nhen the population 
easil}S and the aciculaz HBO: {a) crysctls- of Ure impurity level inca~a+es withmetal 
.grown i the. direction f.[t to] were olyd. atoms by ,this activation, thecumber of con--, 
:\n gasp method f producing single crystals ductiom eledroms incr:tses resulting  the good 
of FiBO: ((i) was devised. Author. conductivity as the gerreml proper}• of im- -
                                           purity ,semi-conducror. '17reauthors measured.
    Dimot•phic transition bf metaboric the electric conductivity sunultaneously with 
acid under heat. FL Taraki. J. Sei- Hi- ibe thermcelectronic emissou bythe ".Sonde" 
roahiuea Uitiv., 10, nq-u6 (ry;o).--[n thL. of Ni wire inserted in the oxide layer, and 
expt., it was: obsd. Umt -HBO. (a) crystals found' that both increased imultaneously by 
were immediately converted 0rio HBO. (S) Ute activation. Thus thec onfirmed that the 
crystals under heating, and the thermodynamic thermcelectrons a  the conduction electrons 
conclvsiom w.•is confitnted exptly. Author. ~ Urcrmally emitted. AI'so the ihemuonic work 
                                      I function ry, E/z, and V ~r~ere measured b}• 
    Possibility of measuring the ther- ~ the temp. dependence of the mission and
coal conductivity of gases by Wilson i conductivity. Lul it n^a+ found that Vdoes 
 chamber. 'I'.'1'akeuti. Bull Tokyo Uniti. ~, not vac}' with the actration in spite of the 
 F.ng„ 9, t8fi-iS7 (t9ao}•-,1 possibility is variation of r~ and E in wide tango (o.4eV). 
shown mathematinlly [hat the thermal con. I The calve of V is o.zSeV in the commonly 
 duct{vity of gases rui },e measured by oing. ~ useil cathode. In the activated cathode the 
 Ute vanishing point of drops due to expansion values of ~, and F. were t.oSeV and t.6eV 
 of the chamber- .author. i resp. Author. 
    The electric conductivity and ther- 'Studies on the photocohductivity 
 mionic emisson of the oxide cathode. ~ of semi-cone3acting layers composed of
 1?.Nishilwri and Fi. ICawamum. Proc. Phya: some heavy metal sulphide or selenide. 
 ~llatb., Sx. Japan, III; 22, 378--38q (tY~to). L The relation between the spectral 
 -The work furlctioir of electron emi.+~ion sensitivity and the light absorption i  
 from the oxide cathode is the sum of the I the photoconducting layer composed of 
 work 1' which is reyuired for conducion ~ cadmium selenide, and the microscopic 
 e;lectrocs to escape Gom the solid, and an examinationsof its structure in rela-
 aNproximate h lf of the emerge diQerence E~ ~ lion to its photocondactivity. T. Asai.
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Bull. Inzd. Phye. Chem. Xeaearah, 19, t-3 
([94o).-The author measured the spectral 
sensitivity and the light absorption of the Cd-
Se pbotoconducting layer, and found that the 
mss. of speMral sensitivity lies somewhat dis-
placed towards the longer wave-lengh than 
that of the correspondieg absorption hand. 
Besides, by microscropic examru. a dose rela-
tion was obsd. between the growth of crystal 
grains that constitute he layer and its photo-
conductivity. 
   II. Microscopic eaaminationa of 
the semi-conducting layer composed 
mainly of thallous aulphidein relntion 
to its photoconductivity. ibid., 19, ;-5 
(t9;o).-By microscopic obsns. of the TI-S 
semi-conducting layer, the author confirmed 
th1[ the more the size of it+ crystai grains 
enlarges, the more its sensitivity increases with 
simultanmus decrease of the dark-resistance. 
The cause of this relationis considerefl in [he-
present paper. ~ Author. 
   The temperature change of the 
electric resistance of the hydrated 
crystals. ll. Saegusa nd ~ T. 1liatumo[o. 
Sci. Beprta. Tfihob-u buys. Uiriv., I, 28, z35-
z;; (t939)~ The change of the electric on-. 
ductivities ofCuSO.r•5H:O, CaS0a:2H.O, Fc-
SDa 711.0, KCr(SOa).•tzH.O and K,Fc(CN)F• 
3Ht0Ior temp. was examd. The conductivity 
is increased with. the rise of temp.; when 
dehydrated 'it is markedly decreased; when 
thoroughly dehydrated the value is smaller 
than that for the hydrated and it changes ac-
.mniing to log a=B+(rl/T} except in the 
case of KCr(SOa)e•tzI-I,O. J. C. L. 
   The change of the electric resist. 
sues of Cn,CI_ .solutions. at low tem-• 
peratures. T. iVlizogu[i. J. Eleclrrockern. 
_4aeoc. ,Zajxra, 8, ;t-;3 (t9;o): The.mpper 
electrode wa+ immersed in a highly coned. 
hydrochloric a id solo. m which ethyl alcohol, 
methyl alcohol, glycerine and.ethylene-glycol 
[vets added either singly or together, and'the 
clranec of the elecliic resistance was measured 
at-...-8~-30°. It was found that the temp.
(1940)
yairal Chrmidy ~ 1`•~ 
meff. Becomes larger with the fall of temp. 
Acmrclingly, low temp: can be measured , 
electrically with the solo. in question. 
                       J.ci.
   Stndy on the heat absorption of 
some inanlating materials. S..9timizu, 
`T. Inai and I. Nishifuji. J. Inst. Elec. Eny. 
Japan, 60, zo3-zoo (t9ao).-Temp. rise of .t 
some- insulating materials has oRen its orig'ut 
in dte absorption f heat radiation. Absorptive 
power of a material is .a (unction of temp. 
though it is cons[. in the temp. range zo-3o° 
C and proportional to itsemissive power. 
The absorptive power is, therefore, stimated 
by measuri»g the ettu~ice power. The emir 
sivu power has been indirecKly detd., by Koch t 
and ~lossrow, (rum the loss when the radiator 
heaied az approsintate ;oo°C approached a 
specimen at ordinary temp. ~ In the present 
measurement, the emisive power suss ated. 
from the temp. drop of thermo-pile in place 
of compensating the loss with Joule's heat. 
Fibre is of the greatest absorptioc power having 
the value yb.5%; and phenol r~•sin, ebonite, 
etc. follow- it. Cryptomeria s of the least _ 
value, 9o.r9b, with glass, bakeliG:, etc. next 
to it Authoro. 
   Studies on oxidised and polymer-
ised oils. III: Association phenomena 
from viscosity measurement, iVi. Tati-
mari. J..4ae. Cbena. Led. Japan, 43, 386-
38y (ry;o).-Linseed oil was oxidised and 
polymerised so far as the ialine values of the 
products decreased to t58, i;o and tz;, and 
the viscosities were measured at 30°, 50°, 70° 
and yo°C reap. Between the viscosity and 
temp. there is an approximate r lation, log 
>)=B/T-d, where B. is a most.. relating to 
the energy of molecular force. The as~ocia-
tion degree (f).was sated. from the ratio 9 
by p' in the case where r is the viscosity of 
the nil and i is that of the ideal liyvid of 
the same oih estimated from the dilute lren-
zene solo, of the oil, in which the effect of 
molecular force of the. solvent is considered 
to be negligibly small. Between f and B
i
  ~r- ~ . 
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there holds the following -relation, log. f= 
aBtb, and' There is, tto distract difference 
between the oxidised and- the polymerised 
linseed. oils. Autho.. 
   Refisetive indiexs of cellulose fibre. 
III-IV. S. ~Okajima and 1'. Iwamoto. J. 
Sa;.. C)rem. Ind.- ,7ap6n, 43,.351-357 (t94o)• 
-The relation between na, n~ and n of the 
hydrate cellulose fibre. is. plat, by acing O. 
Kratky's _plasfio deformation formulas I and 
II (7CoAoid-G, 87 : z99 (x939)) anll the results 
previousl}• ohtainedby`tbe authors (cf. Repons 
I and II, J Soc. Cbe,n. irrd. Japart, 40, 795 
(1937))• By elimimatiug v from the resulU an 
approximately liner relation as given below' 
is found for both the uses of the plastic 
elortgatibn 
              A T-9Wn 
              nm-n'; . 
The- authors think that this formitla Uo 
governs the change pcrforttted under more 
general deformation meths. other than O. 
Kratky's. In dre above formula its and n~ 
are the refractive indices of fibre for the light 
•passing.nomral to the .fibre axis, parallel and 
normal-to which iris'polarising planely and 
v is theplastic elony%ation 5.ieen to the isotropic 
fibre which Iras '.the: refractive index nt„, n'r 
sad n',-arc the refractive. indices of cellulose 
tnicell (eG Reports I and .IIJ, _'1'wq series of 
•sarnples were prepd.. The wet isotropic fibre 
 of-hydrate cellulose was. elongated under the 
 coast. loads of variousamts. and dried under 
tertion. The isgtrgpic_ nitrocellulose fibre was 
elongated -_to various extents -in 96,°6 alcohol 
and then detdtntedand dried, keephrg always 
 their lengths unchanged, u~ and n~of the 
 m'v»ples~ were- measured by Becke's method 
 .which gives the ~resvlts s (Q 'I7re 'change 
 of ~rtv .and rt,. agaittsa t~ of both-series is 
 govemed~approximately h}• O. Ktatky~s defor-
 ma[iun ~mechs. I sand II resp. (z) na andn~ 
 for Iwth series arc represented. itith dre line 
 nbtaiited ,ia. the alxwe eaten. :\uthors. 
     Silicon monoxide: I1. IDu>uka. ~1laz-
 rfa Iienkya. Jiho, 15 ibi-tfib (ty;o).-
       ..R A.C'1'8 VoL~~IV
S`dieon monoxide is prepd..by reductio» of 
silica with carbon in the vacuum electric Fur-
nace. It is -very finepowder having dark 
orange colqur and bums slowly-in air without 
(lame, forming silicgndioxide. Its temp. u( 
ignition is about 9jo°C and specific gravity-)s 
z.a at room temp. Refractive indices of the 
matcri,•ll :Ire from L7o to r.8o. and it• shows 
an isotropic haracter under a pomliring mic-
roscope. This range of refractive indices is 
perhaps due to disorder of atomic amngement. 
Its crysmlline structure is studied by ~-my 
and electron diffraction. :\uthor.'
    Some physicochemical properties of 
ammonium sulphophosphate, iNH,),II,-
SO,PO,. S. Uno. J. Soc. Chene. tnd..Tapaia, 
43, 475-478 (ry4o).-11rc pure amtnoniutir -
sulphopbosphate crystal, (FH,).H~$O,PO„ 
was prepd. from ammonium sulphate and 
phosphoric acid, and some physicq-chem. 
properties of this double a`tl[ were investigated. 
 (i) Ammonium sulphophwplratc. is olourless 
crystals q( density r:~So. (ii) The ayu. solo. 
of this salt is addle, the pTI-slue of o.t 11i 
solo. being t.7 t. (iii) 'l7te author obutimed 
 the following empidpl ('ommla for dte vapour 
 press- of the said= solo. at tj°=4o°C: tog 
p(ram) _ -?7 i t.8,37t8. (iv)'11re srolub-
 iliGn in g per tong of water, detd. at o°-
 too°G muy be wdf expre;•setl by the follow-
 ing empirical formula: S=to6.69tt.,49rt-
 o.ooto9jC--FO.oooz539jtz. (r') l:x'H,),H,SO,-
 PO, is monoclinic, (too) planes being 
 elongated parallel «. the c axis. Author.
   Liquefying pressure of butadiene 
gas. R. ICitani and S. t.)hmura. ~I/auia 
tienkyu Jiho, 15, 7z-74 It94ol.-Ry com-
pressing some purified butadiene a°as prepd: 
by Aldol's method the liquefying press.. is 
measured by the ~followirtg method. ,The 
butadiene gas in a small cylindripl glass tube 
staled at the one end havittg a definite volume 
is compressed b}' lillmg:it with mercury (rum 
the open end and the volume changes measured 
xhrottgh a telescope. From these changes.P-
I
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Nn. f /-C<ncml mid Phv~'+<nl C~innirHy
I' curves are plotted and the true; liyuefeiiig. 
press...I the gas calm. 'I'hep are reap. tzSt. 
30.7. jt.j, 7j.o, tao.o, t3o.j, t6J•o cm Hr 
at the .temps. o°. j°. to°°, tj°~, ao°°, zj° 30" 
C, resp. '1Le rpults ex~incide w ll kith the 
data ctlnl. fmm !1Tishchenko s f mmla. :1s 
to the pre+ent practical purpose of liquefaction 
of butadiene g:u, however, zo-3o mmof Ilg 
press. must be added to each of these true. 
liquefying press. author.
   The pKc values of r-dinitrophenol 
at varying concentrations of NaCI, K. 
Shinohart anti ,1. Inaha. 1'alirgal-n: 59, q3z-
•139 (t )3)).-The pKc values of Y-dinitro-
phenol (l:ahllxtum) was decd. by means of the 
Gillespie type minrimeter. Acetate butler 
containing van~ing anus. of XaC( was used. 
Its yll (=-fog ensu+) calves were riled. 
by aid of :m ey. reported hr Iarsson tivyl 
Adell-and checked exptly. KaCI (1{ah1L.lunt) 
was employed ;tRer recrrstalliziling twice anti 
sulxseyticm hcuing ar fitxr°. The pI:.c (_ 
-log aue»1 r'aluc-5,3tj. .v;ts obtahmd by 
extrapolating pKc ni Fe=o by aid of the 
Ucbye-1liickcl SKI. In ~romparison with a-
diniunphenol this method is mnsidernl justi-
fiahle. Authtns.
   Studies on solubflities. VI, Sol. 
vency of mixed solvents (31. S. Rliyakr 
:cod S. Sugito. '!'ech. Repta. 7+quakec bnT. 
Unin., 15, 33-i t (t )qo).-The solulrilities of 
ecllulcne acetate with qj-e3iU bound acetic 
acid in mixed solvents of (CsH,CI+GHs-
OH), {Cnl-IbCI+CH,OH). (C6HyCl+C,;Hs): 
(CIICICCIe+C=H,OlI), ~ (CHCICCI,+CH;-
OH), (CCI,+CH,OI]) were munsured at 30° 
(;. The-dielectric tonsts., densiries, refractive 
index of (Cs[IyCI+CrHsOH). (CsHsCI+CI-I,-
OH), (CsHsCI+Cs1Is), (CztI6gH+CsH,),
. (CI-1,01-I+C„H,J were measured at 3o°C and 
 dm .molecular pcdarizaticut, themass -moment 
:cod the deviation of the-molecular polarization 
 werecalcd. The relation between these values 
and thc~. ubnorntal high solubilitics in mizil. 
soleentti was exatnd. Authors.
_~ C
tb7
    S;udies on. equilibrium of system 
 N13,-P,Os-SO,-H.O, S. U,no. ~ J. ~5'or Chene. 
 Ind. Japan,, 43, 399-4oz () 940}. - I. •1'}rc 
 ternary systems (NH,).SO,-H,I'O,-H=O and 
 (\'II,).SO,-(NII,I.II~SO,I'U,-11.0. From the 
 sol ulnlity isothemts for the (NI-I~_SO,-H,PO,-
 ]3.0 system measured at z5° and 7o°C, the 
 formation of a double stlt, (NH,).Ha.SO,PO,. 
 xas asceAained. The temare system {NH,}.-
 SO,-(NII,}.HsSO,PO.-H_.O x•as also siudierl 
 at o°-too C. H, 'The ternary system 
 (NH,}rSO,_NH,H,PO,-H,O. The isothennal 
 dLlgranl5 for the tetnaq~ system(NH,),SO~-
 NH,H_PO,-1L_0 were defil. at o°-too°C: 
 no fomt.•ttion f the double silt was otrsd. 
 in this system. IiI. "Phe tcmary• system NH,-
 1.1_PO,-[I°I'0,-IlAnnd the yuatemary s stem 
 NI-I,H.PO,-{NLI.,)rI-[,SO,iK), [[ PO,-H,O.. 
 The author detd_. t)u: isothermal diagrams for 
 the ternary system NH,I [ZPO,-I'I,YO,-H:O 
 and <laatertiary system NH,II_PO,-(NII,)riI,-
 SO,PO,-H,PO.,-I,LC) at zc° and ~ yo°C resp. 
 The data for the temaq• system (NH.J_IIn-
 SO,PO,-H,I'O,-I1,0 were recalcd. from [hose 
 for the (NII,),SO,-H,PO; II,  system givcu 
 in the predous kepon L Author.
    Viscosity effect.on the rate of 
solution of calcium carbonate in hydro-
chloric acid. tl. Tominal,~a, -[I. Arizumi, 
and T.. Isohe. Iiu7l. Clrern. Sae..7apan, 14, 
..348-35z (t93))~ The vismsiq~ effect nn the 
rate of reaction hetx~een marlile and hvdro-
chloric acid was measured. The mech. of 
the region of the first order reaction -is con-
sidetedand it is shown that the ttue chem. 
reaction on the marble surface atul the diflu-
:ion of the reactant and that of auction pro-
ducts are mncemed in this order. 'Phe sarue 
conclusion is obwined from the espts. of 
changing the rotational velocity of the marble 
disk. The apparent heat of activation, x•hich 
wac calcd. by Nlgehren-Hughes from the 
3einp. coefl. of Lhe nte, iz corrected by con-
sidering the viscosity etl'e.Cl. Autlror;.. 
   The nuclear hydrogen exchange 
reaction of hydrochloric acid'-aniline in
 ,:: 
   ~.. 
 i. 
  ~;
   ~~_ F  ~~,
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1i,8 A BSTR A_C'PS Vol. xlV
    an aqueoassolution. L- llesetions in 
    neutral and aeidic solutions, ~[. lioi-
    zumi. IIu[[. ChenG Sx..7apan, 14, j3o-i39 
    {ty39).-The velocih of the eschangc reac-
    tion : C~HsNI1,CI+111)0=C,;H,llNI I,CI+ 
     H.O yeas measured with o-3N_ _hydnichloric 
     acid solos. at rao°C. Resulu: the conqu. 
    of hydrochloric add and aniline (Sample - eater t:y: t-3.o: Q have no influence nn 
    the reaction velocity. The mech. of the
aaction is dcvluceJto le: l.'~I~isN'i-L+H>U+I"1
   The kinetics of the reduction • of 
ferric oxide. R. Kawakiia. 'I'li(s /numnl. 
14. 7y-?Z5 (~ yaol. 
   Note on the solubility ofeolid non• 
electrolytes. R. Ne,Gishi. This Journal, 
14, i37-t45 hy4o).
2-ATOMIC STRUCTURE, RADIOCHEMLSTRY 
  PHOTOCHEMISTRY
AIVD
 • On the gravitational perturbation 
for the IHrttc electron. I-I. Yamamoto. 
.llem. CofL Sat. Kyoto Imp. Unia, A, '2'l, 
?z5-23S (t939)•-The audtor studied, hp the 
generalized wave eys. in the tensor forms, a 
quantmu };ravitational problem which might 
be reduced ~n aperturlx,tion problem for the 
stationary state of the Dirac electron. 
                           Author. 
    On,the 3afgent curvice. S.Kajima. 
 Pros. P)ryx; DlatTi..Soc. Japan, III, 2'l, 38q-
390 {t9go).. [Jsing the data obtained by the 
 authors,. the Sargent curves were plotted For 
 the isotopes of atomic numbers -between z9 
 and 33• The curves fit better. to the Fermi's 
 theory than K.U. The samei~esults arealso 
 verified in ahe study of ~dte Satgent curves for 
 natural mdioictive lements and for very light 
 
.elements. A fact is pointed out that if the j 
 Sargent plots are made for all electron emit-
 ters without :inr restriction for their atomic 
 
~numbersn very clear front is produced.. From 
 thLs- it may be considered that the fist Sargem ~ 
 curves for elements coincide with each other 
 and that.[he pralutt of the wave functions of 
 the Jisintebmutedproton in a nucleus and the 
 emitted clectran is independent..oF the atomic 
  uumlx;r. Author. 
    ArtificiaLradioactivlty of chromi-
um. T. Amaki, 'P. limori and A. Sugimoto. 
Sci. Paperx Init. Pkya. Chern ReaearaTt, 37, 
395-398 (t91o).-Induced radioacticines of 
chromium were investigated by homhanling 
chromium with slow neutron;, fasF neutrons, 
and fast deuterons. The existence of txvi 
radioactive isotopes of chromium Ls established L 
C~ (t.7 hours) Cr91 (about tq Jays). 
                           Authors.
   Quantum-mechanical treatment of 
helium-hydride molecule ion HeII+, ti. 
"I'oh. Proa. Phya.-Dlath. Soa Japan, III, •L'L, 
t[9-[z6 (t94o)•-'Phe wave functions for 
HeH+ were approximately expressed by a 
linear combination f suimble- functiots and 
fmm these the equil. intemuclcar distance, the 
iero point energy, and the dissocn. energy 
were found [o be t.3g6 A.U., o.z3eV (vibra-
tion (reyuency: 34oocm-'1 and t.z8el' reap. 
                              j. c. t.. 
   A note on. the acnttering of neu-
trona. S. Kiltuchi and 'I'. R'akatuki. Proa 
Phye: Dloth. Soe. Japan, III, 22, rqz-t;q 
(tg4o).-in the scattering of fast neutrons by
atoms, the fact hat he predominance of the ~
. small angle scattemtg incmnses r gularly wish 
the increasing atomic number u`ut i>e xplained 
.quite naturally by intralucing `nudatr Fnnu-
factor' quite similar to the case of S-rays, in
~' 9fit~lt~mi~~ Vol. 14n No. 6 (19403
,
     No. n 
   tehich the predomin;utce of small :utgle seal,. 
   tering over the 'Thrnnson farms. i. explained 
   by ` attimic Form facror'. j. 2:. T.. 
      Neutron induced radioactivity~in 
 
" Columbium (Niobium). R. Sagane; S. 
   Kojima, L. '.1liyamoto~aud i\I.Ikatta. Froc. 
   Phya: MaUw Soe. ./opnn, III, 22, r74-tgz 
   (t94o). The radioactivities produced inColmn-
   binm (Niobium) by slow and fist neutron 
   bomlxirdmenG were studied. The results 
   obtained are a, follows: 
     Ch°i (n, ,) Ctt°'6.(rto.r3. min. (e-) ;-
                      t.3t3 x to°eV (K-U)
    Cba' (n, a) P°o GStzhours. (c ) 
            z.t t x to°eV, 0.9o x ro°eV(iC-U) 
   C7rem.identification amLcloud chamber studs 
   nl the Q-mys are made in Chp1 anJ Ynn• 
   produced by the proce+se.=s mentionedabove. 
   .lrguments are giviti for the acsilmiuent to
   these isotopes. .-lvthon.
a-.~9fomic SYruetrrrc, Radiocbcmirtry•'and Pholulumufry
    On•the spin-orbit'interactton• be-
•ttveen ,elementary particles and the 
sngalar asymmetry in the N-P scat-
tering. 'I'. Miyazinta. Proc. Phtja.-MaUr. 
Soc..laparr, III,1.2, tBR-ty7 U94o).-'Iltc 
discovery..of the ytiadrupole-moment nl' he 
deutetou ,bows that in its ground ;late the 
deuteron is not spherically symmetrical, hot 
tigar-shaped. 'Therefore, the ground state of 
the deuteron can not lx: 'S; .it must he a 
state in which some higher state as °D is 
~roupled with 'S This is just the (act requir-
ed by the meson theon• o(~ nuclear Force. 
But the potential derived from -the meson. 
theory is inconvenient, hetause it mast he cut 
.ifl' at a certain distance from dtc origin in 
order that the binding energy of the deuteron 
pied. from this p,tendal tnay be linite. Fliigge 
thought hat the potential derived from the 
meson theory was qualitatively covert, and 
presents a ptrtisible form of the potential which 
preserves ma'vt features of the theory= anJ'has 
uo singularity at the ought. [n this paper 
the author adopted -Fliigge+ type of potential, 
the radial pan of which was taken as a square
159
well wiih the range r., the classical electron 
radius, and the ground state of the deuteron 
was vested in fhe 'form of sirnultaiieous' eq+. 
between aS and~'D: The ,olru. was obtainetl~ 
iri series. The quadrupole-moment, ~ tfie land= 
ine energy ofthe deuteron and .the tot11 
cross-section f protons for thermal neutrons 
were used to dec. apart of the consts: involved" 
in the potential IC n•as found that though. 
"D i, mixed about zo,°6 in the wave (unction 
of the deuteron -in iG ground state-, it has little. 
etl'ect on the scattering of neutrons of z-3 
mev, by protons, and the dilbculty of explain-
ing the large angular asymmetry in the N-P 
scttterng as was suggested by the expts. o/' 
'Kikati, Ao_ki and ~Vakatukiremains s before:' 
                          Aulhor.
    On .the ecatteringof fastneutrons. 
H. rloki. Praa Phya: DIaUa. Soc. Japan, III, 
,21, z3z-z5o (ry39).-In Part I, the atnoty--
tion-scattering crowd sections of many elements 
for neutroru of different energy from about 
z. t to z.S mcv are detd. Complicated epen-. 
deuces of the cross sections upon' the neutron 
energy arc ohsd. The crass ectioq of hydro-
gen is compared ~yith theory. In Pan II. the. 
difl'erential scattering cross section-is decd. ~(or 
ti, C, AI, Fe and Ph aethe mean-sptterng. 
ahgle of about 40 . From the results. - it is 
expected chat the .angular dism'hution of scat-. 
tered neutrons is much diferent from isotropic 
one in roses of AI, Fe and Pb referred to the 
system of laboratory and in the. pse of Ii 
referred to the swtem in which the centre o[ 
gravity 1s at rest: The scattering b}' carlwn 
is expected to be an isotropic one. Author.
   On the resonance capture of slow 
neutrons and.erniesion of_gamma-rays. 
II. I. Nonaka. Mazda Jienkya .7iho. 15, 
tzy-tat (I)4o): The methai of investigat-
ing the resonantt neutrotr groups of anv 
nucleus, which is not made radioactive by " 
neutron capture, by utilising the gamma-rays 
emitted N therapture process itself ,was ex-
tended to CI,. Co, Ag and I3a. 'T'he gamnta-
ray intensity was measured as a function of
;:
- ~~•
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thicknes+ oPparaflin layer interpose) Iretwee;n 
a I]+U'neutron source-anJ a detector. A. 
the intensity of the a mma-ravs gnittMl from. 
these nuclei w'as ven~ sutallexcept in the casr: 
of Ag; no~snchdistittct: results were obtained 
as in thu case,of GI or of Ilg. repcn'ttal in 
the preriou~paper. Uut, Lnm analysisofthe 
_~amtna-my intcnsit}'.cun•es, it [ran Ix: shown 
that Cl has not any- distinct resonance groups, 
~Cohas agroupbf about to'-zo'eV in enc ay , 
and 13a has a group of cerv higL. energy 
(perhaps of the order ol• to'eV). TLe Haul[ 
for At is-ia qualitative agreement n~ith that 
obtained Ly the ordinary medtat of S-my 
aMivit}'. In~additirm, dte relative number of 
'gamllla-rd}' quanta emitted per capture of n -
 themtal neutron ~~•a,;obtained to be a6;, 0,.7;. 
 t.oo and 0.8~ for CI. Ag,. Cd and Ii); rap. 
 :1nd these result.: are :comptredwith those of 
other im~cstigauin, Author.
    Spectroscopic study of chemical 
 reaction' of spme gaseous bodies. \1. 
 \liyaitisi. Grrkufitu AyolYO, 15, 38-;t (ty;o). 
 - bt the present s udy hydrogen chloride 
 molecules which aLe -combine(I looselt and 
 appear ~ in the' Game front in an explosive chem. 
 reaction. pf chlorineand hydrogen are indinted 
 by a notation H+CI. 'L$Cy hecomC stahlC 
 molecules HCI ichen dtey Iwe the vibmtional 
 znergy by'collision tvithhvdmgenand chlorine 
 molecules in:"thecourse of propagation of the 
 flame front. 1'he value 5-s V of dissociation 
 enert;v of HCI molecules is estimated. using 
 the. inolecular coasts: riven by Jevons. Under 
 this-view the reactions are-shown bythe fol-
 lotting eqs. 
       tax+ct+Ht=1iC1+zH rzy 
       t[+cl+zClY= IiCI+;CI+a; 
   _ CI~+IIFICI+H+o.9V 
  ztl+cl-F zH,+zCIY=3 t t+ct+3HCI+z.z V 
  Thus the _ velnciq• of praiuction of Ft+ct 
  molecules is giceu by the eq, dtt=.zu; n 
  being the itumt>er of k+~t molecules in the 
  (lame front at any instwt. -Some of [here 
  molecules 'hotvever,_ [till be reducedbyrnl-
  lision withthe trt11 ofrt.action tul.eaud HCI
moleculr,•a in the Ilautu front. 't'he a dra _                       q' dt 
atr Jz-a) i tlken, a hcinl; a reducing. factor. 
Prom thi, cy. we obttin n=no a°f`°tC ae„ 
being the number of HH}CI molecules 3tt=o. 
'the reaction velcx:iry will be also increased 
with number of collision-i.e., with the square 
of gas prow. in the tulre. "Thus the reaction 
veloaty is esprewed by the following eq. 
Jm =kp"a, where m is the mass of IICI dt 
.produced, k a cons[. andp the grew. oF.gases. 
'faking
. such a value of pr4'',. a, inereasc+ 
with propagation of the flame front in the 
reaction tube, the following eq. is introduced 
from above y.: >++_ (A-)Y{Y t S(e~'-tl} 
k= ~ -a, where Y and S are coasts. An 
z c~ylosive them: reaction will be even when 
Y-S(e'°'-t)=o- ht the case of the reaction 
of hromirie and hydrogen a similar result is 
obtained. Author.
    Absorption spectra of solid sub-
' stances. nf. Kolnyashi and R. 9'suchida. ./
 Chena y5'OC. .Tapata, 60, 769-773 (t939)•-
 '1'hree mMhais are described for measuring 
 dtc absorption spectra of various solid sub-
 stantxs. 1'he single-cn'stal medial can' he 
 applied for mnsidetablc large transparent 
 crystals. The microscopic and the retlectiat 
 nmthals are for fine microscopic crt~stals s d
 powder inaimorphous state, resp. As examples 
 of these methods, several substances have beeu 
 tireasured such as KCr(S0,)YzHYO, [Co-
 (`'H>1sClsfx;~l,[Co{N13,)a(:O~]C1, fCo(NH,),-
 I:OYINO,t/zH,O, [~(~rli,),CO,J~~,3I-I,0. 
 ZnS, Cd$ IIgS (Cinnabar), etc. 'their absorp-
 tion curves are_ given and the characteristic 
 properties of absorption hands of solids are 
 discussed from the view point of theto-
 ordination theory of va)ency. Authors. 
     Absorption spectra of metalliocom~-
 plexes. VI. Abaorptionepectra of co- "b
alti-, ehrottti-, nickel- and ferricyanide 
  complexes. H. I:uro}'a nd R. 1':uchida. 
  ,I. Ghent, .Sac. Japan; 61, 597-hot (t94o1. 
 -Nearly-all cobaltic complex saltsarc, as[cell
9fiT~1t~~it€1 Vol. 14n No. 6 (1940)
• 3770. 6 ~Atomit SYnulrrrr, Radwilrrmi+fry'and P/ratathrmis[rr
 Fno~;n, coloured, whilr. cobalti-hexacyatude, 
-1:
.~[Co{(;VI°], isexceptirnmllyslmost c lourles, 
 only ncu xlectirs alxxn~ption In ds being 
 hitherto found in the ultrrciolet mgions. The 
 present authors ~reganl tlrem as the se;condand 
•the third Fnnils of the coniplex ,alt, cotvider-
 tug its stereochern. and electronic conl~urt-
 tions. In the presem work, therefore, thrfirst 
 absorption I>anrl was sought for and nas 
 actually detected in the visible regions. at the 
 wave-length of about 4 t7 tuts. Fbr compari-
son, thc'absorpfton spcctm of K,fCr(C\h;], 
Ka[Fe(C\)Rl and K~Yi(CX)„ n'cre studied, 
 of which. the firrmer twee are octahedral qd 
.the last is square. ~I[ was found [hat every 
 member of them possesses, a; anticipateJ; 
 three alrnrptirm Ixtnds,: namely the Srxl, tIIL 
 second and the third. The authors claim, as 
 the resultsof th•~se expts., that the workin;r 
 hypotheses prowled by K. Tsuchida rnnmm-
 inq the absorption Lauds of compels. have 
 been confirmeel here again. :\uthors. 
    On the absorption spectraof poly-
 nuclear complex salts. l'. Uhyagi. Brel(. 
 Chern. b'oc. Japan; 15, r86-r9j (1940}.-
 Distinct absorption spectra of the ptilynuclcar 
 cobah'comlex ,ales arc ohsd. in the phosphoric 
 acid solo., in which the s•t.lts am stable. 
                             Author.
    Researches on the concentr~tiosof 
hydrogen tone in the aqueous olutions 
of .complex cobaltammines and their 
absorption spectra. V. Aqueoussolu-
lions of complex salts containing ox= 
alato-radical. 'F. Uemura and N. Hirasawa, 
Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, 15, t6t-t6fi (t94o). 
All the salts treated in the present paper rnn-
tain tbs. oxalato (C,Q,} radiu••tl in their complex. 
nucleus. Expt;. have been performed in the 
,szme manner as mentioned in previous putt 
liptiotts. The samples which have been 
prepil. for study as' follows 
   13) [Co(C,Oa)e(NIi;J,]K•H.U 
   (,) r_cn(c,oJ(~'ll,},(;voa,~x~H,o
tRl
   (s) rco(c,~,)(NII~,(xo)]cl 
    (7) CCo(CyO,){\II,)s]CI~IICI 
  (r) Uut of the seven _salts~ taken, the two 
 samples, namely [C'o(C.O,)aT3s,O)OII]K: and 
 [Co(C,Ua)(\H,),jCl•IIC1 do -nut showanc 
  selective absorplirnt i  their oltrrvioletJregians. 
  {a) 97te other five .complex wilts are not 
 greatly influeneecP by the iariafion of hydrogen.' 
  sun concn. (3)-\49ten the mm~txrofoxalatn-
  railical is increased in .the complex radical, 
  the wave-length given by the centerof coax-. 
  absorption can be proved. to be generally 
'~ shifted to a- longer wave length side. (+), 
  \Vlten the center of m:tx. ahorprion is rang-
 nixed to have shifted, the absorbing powe5 has' 
  lxronte stronger. (j) The pIl-values of ayu. 
  u~lns.. of complex salmi arc incrcase:d by the 
  insertion of ampronia molecules in complex 
  nucleus: ~\uthon. 
     Absorption spectra of metallic eom-. 
  plex salts. of 2, 'L'-Dipyridyl. IIL K. 
  I'amasaki. .Bull. Chern: Soc.'Japaa,15,t3o--
  t3G (t9go): When a inixt. of an ayu.solo. 
 of CoC:f, containing HCl and ail lmholic-
  solo. of z, z'-Dipt•ridyl (Dip) is evaporated 
 udder H,-Atmosphere, a blue~compd, [Co(:I,]-
 (1LDip) (I) amt a I,m^en compd. CoDipC'I. 
  (IIJ are obtained. I •ean be obtained also by 
  mixing:.alcoholic Sciln. of Dip. with alcoholic 
 solo. of Co(:I. sans. with I1Cl. When heated 
 at t zo° I loses zHCI, and gives a bluish green 
 compd. CoDipCl_ (III), an isomer of-I. I 
  absorbs moisture .front. air and gives.CoDipCl,.. 
 H,O (N) and CoDipCl.•+H.O (V)~ IV is 
' and andV is rose. coloured. R'hetiheatedat 
  too° or in vacuum over P_O, the IV and V 
 change. into IIL I, II; III; IV; and V giJe ~ 
the same yellow -ayu, soint and. this solo:, 
  when evaporated, always gives. II The absorp-
' lion spectra of I,-. II, -III, N and V were 
 studied in the solid state, inalcoholic and ayu. 
 solos. Author.
 t Studies on-,hydrocarbon. mixtures 
by the Raman effect. III. A. Ol:azaki. 
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-Samples :' (i) ;kinds of .petroleum (B. 1'. 
68° and 68=69°} stndresized by the Fischer 
methcxl using Co -and Pe ps catal-vsts; (ii) 
Pentane~D~ o.6zzt.; (iii) FIexane D;; 0.6695: 
(iv} Octane ~D~ o7z)7. (ii) and (iu) were 
isolated from Kahlbaom's petroleum and (iv) 
from Fraenkel and Iandau's. Results: (i) 
Roth kinds do riot difl8r essentLllly, their 
constituents being aormal pam(firrs. (ii) it is 
found that a large quantity of isopentane i~
rnntd, rather.than nomral pentane. (iii) The 
chief constituent is normal hexane, and methyl-
cyclopentane and.a trace of cyrlohexane arc 
also contd. (iv) The appeatattce of a number 
of the IL•tntan lines indicates the presence of 
di-methvl cycloheSane as well ag nomral 
octane. It is mnfimted that out of its 6 iso-
mers ortho-tmns and meta.truvs forms are 
present. J. C. l..
    TRAI.Tti
   The absorption'of electro-magnetic 
waves and the cellulose chemistry. IV. 
S. Lieila. J Eledrocluim. Asaac- .Iaporr, 8. 
r55-t6Y, (t94o).-The dielectric hehavioun 
of chem. combined wafer obtains[! by apply-
ing J..Tankanl'smethodto the cellulaso-water-
N:t_S.Os cstem, Rave been exam. by the 
absorption of electro-magnetic wares. 1'he 
nsulls obtained. were. the same for each. 
Accordingly, dre chem. adsorbed water of 
bleached~oi mercerized. cellrilose was detd. by 
the absorption of eleMro-magnetic waves and 
the~atliitity-of OFf radical in glucose residue 
tolvards water was investigated for obtaining 
the insight into the structure of cellulose. 
       ` ~ Author.
   Studies on theelectric boundary 
disturbances: XVII. The form of water 
contained in organism viewed from the 
absorption of electro-magnetic wavea-
IV. R. L'ala. Ball. Agr•. Chnn. Sa. Japan. 
16, i75-t$3 (t)4o).-\Vith the purpose of 
examg. the relationship of cold-resistibility of 
Tapanese wheat and other corns .to the form 
o(watertontainrd; the absorption of electro-
maa~netic eaves of frequencies ;over than 
6.000 0o has been dent' over a temp. range
.CTti Vol. XIV 
(mm -*5°C Ut to U e•ith wheat. barley and 
n°e-liquid pamtTin systems, the Hater content, 
being about t~%. A deduction ut the etfett 
that the mlder the countq• where the com is 
mis~vl the stronyn:r the alimin• of the wm trr 
wards watecwas obtained' from the-comparison 
ofdielectric pmperties thus de[d. Author.
   Phosphoreseence and afterglow of 
luminescent materials and other light-
sonrces. 'I'.Ilamda and '1'. Kimum. 'l ~rann. 
171um. Eng. Soc. Japmt. 24; 69-76 (t9ao)• 
-The time of afterglow or phosphorescence 
of lore and high pas. mercury lamp and rif
various phosphorescent materials for Iluorescent
rapour ]amp and television use e•as measured 
by cathode ray oscillo„mph. 71te time of 
aRer};low of loe• press. mercury lamp tested 
was t & x to'6 sec. and that of high press. 
mercury lamp wa longer b7 hvo powem of 
ten and increased with the vapour pros: of 
nrercurc. 1'ttc Ca-tungstate, !1Ig-tunFstate, 
%n-silirtte. 7 .n-lie-silicate. Cd-silicate and Cd-
horate were excited by 2537 :~ line of mercun• 
and. found m follow monomolecular derac 
law. '['he %n-sulphide and %n-Cd-sulphide 
were excited by ,3650 a lines oC mercury and 
found to follow the bimolecular decay law. 
                             Authors.
   Studies on luminescent materials. 
V. On'the fluorescence spectra of ZnS-
CdS/Ag and ZnS-CdS,/Cu cryatslphoe-
phors at 25°C and 185°C. Y. Ueham. J. 
Chem. Soa Japan, 61, qoj-qty (t94o)•-
'1'he fluorescence speeds of 7.n5-Cd5 phos-
phors, coverirtG a compn. range between o and 
alxtut ao tool ~$ t:rLS, ac[ivate,l by A); and 
Cu were measured at -i85°G and a5°L. 
The olsd. distribution curses of fluorescence 
spectra were resolved in the several partial 
fluorescence bands. It was found that the 
max. of the energytofthe partial fluorescence 
Ixtnds makes a shift from blue to red-lineatlp 
with increasing (:dS content. 
   YI. On the relation between crystal 
structure and fluorescence spectra of 
'LnS-CdS crystalphosphors. ibid., B1, 553-
9fiI~lt~mi~~ Vol. 14n No.
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 Nn. C - a-Af°mic .ShxvGrsr, 
jj8 (t94o).- In the present paper. dtc author 
investigated the relation henveen I stal struc-
ture and Ilvorescenec spectra oC 7.n5-CdS solid 
~olns: covering a cvmpn.range b tween o and 
alqut 4o cool %CdS. The lattice cons[. of 
%nS-CAS s}•stem was measured bi• the X-my 
poe~der methal. It was found that lattice 
cons[. of '/.nS-CdS system increases linearly 
with increasing CdS cool ~, In the previous 
-
paper, the author could contimt that the 
position of the partial Iluorest:eoce lmnds of 
%nS-CdS phosphors makes a shift 1'mearh•. from 
blue to red with increasing CdS cool %. As 
the resrilks, it can be interpreted that the. 
energy gap Irehvicen the excilc'r3 and normal 
states decreases with decreasing lattice cons[.. 
namely, decreasing elect_roscuic potential of the 
lattice. ~ ~ ' 
  
• VII
. Fluorescence spectra and theo-
ry of zincsilicate ciyetalphosphore. ibid., 
61, y4t-7jt It94o).-F.nergv rGstribution 
cun'es of the Fluorescence spectra of zincsili-
ctte phosphors activated by nrangane,e were 
mnsurd at -r3>° and zj°C. 1'he fluores-
cence -spectra of zinr~licate pho=.pliors "which 
have various components give one emission 
Ixtml at about jzzo :l and (rroo :l with lines 
superposed at jtjj:l and jo83 a• The 
energy level di.•tgmm of the zincsilicate phos-
phors -activated by manganese, based on the 
quantum ech. theoq' of solids, is given. It 
is puin[ed out that these. fluorescence spectra 
may be correlated with- the transitions 
3d°qs eD -. `5~5=6tooA (~-band) 
3d"4sgp "P)s ~ "S'Yz=jzjj~\ (a-band) 
      °P%'=-'`S9t==jtjjA(line) 
i8j°C 
      "Pryz -+ "S~.=5o83A (line) -
3d•4s 'llri5-+`S%a=jlooA Qine)    { } -zjo°C       'Dj="'Sy'z=jt8o~ Qine) 
of the electron of the manganese atom in the 
activation centre. The theoretical interpreta-
tions, Lwserl on the zone-theory, are given for 
the mech. of the absorption spears, excitation 
Iztnds and photo-conductivity as well as the 
fluorescence spectra. - Author. 
   VIII. On the fluorescence 'epectrm 
of Zn0-SiO: cryatalphoephors: 1'. Ue-
ham and Umeka.r-a, U. ibid„ 61, -yoy-gr8 
   ~- :rir
Xruliw•Armiitrv imd Pb°roc/unriNry 1R4 
{aygol.-The.energy distrihupon curves oCthe 
Iluorescencespectra of zmtsilictte phosphors 
actuated by W. A[o, Pb, U; Sh; 1'a, .11. Sn. 
13i, anti 'Pi as .yell as pure: ziicsilicate phos-
phors containing uoactii•atoP ~ mere measured 
at -t8j°C and. zj°C. It was found that he 
zincsiligte phosphors activated bythe various 
activators quoted al?ove, -eecept~.,1'i' actit~toc 
give the, same-energy-distribution. c r es of 
Iluonscence spectra ; [hat of zincsilicate 
phosphors activated bymanganese. 1'he ziuc-
silicate pho-ptwrs acticatcrl by '1'i shows a 
blue. fluorescence andits Ruorescence sp ctra 
bas dte same appearance. as that of ~ pure 
zincsilimte phmphors. ~ Authors. 
   IX. Fluorescence spectra nd theo-
ry of cadmiumsilicate tryatalphoaphorar 
1'. Ueham. ibid:, 61, 9t9-9i8 (ry4o).-In 
[he present paper the author studicdthe pro-
pertics of ndmimnsilictte phosphorsactivaterl 
by maganese. The energy distribution curses 
of ILroresrence spectra of cadmiumsilicate 
phosphors. which had variouscompnsc were. 
measured at -t85°C and z5°C. It ispointnl 
out that he fluorescence sp ctra consist ofsite 
fluorescence bands at about j600 r1 (~"},- j87o 
:1 (fV,), 6r00A (a}, G350A. (p.), 6Goo,\. (~,) 
and 6800:1 {tq,), "Theoretical interpretations 
Ixksed nn the zone-Ihcory• are given for the. 
mech. of Ruorescence-, absorption-• andesci-
lation spectra and photoconductiviq'. 
                     
- ~ Author. 
i 
   Molecular .struMares- of fluoro-
benzene and o•diflnorobenzene~-studied 
by electron diffraction. H_Osaki. B+db 
CJu:vt. Sac..7apati, 15, 3i-36 6940}:-Thr 
molecular structures of ftuorobenzene and o-
dilluorolxurzene were incestigatcvl by the elec-
tron diffraction of the vapour. The app. 
used was of the de. Laszlo type. The electron 
wave-lengthwas alxwt o.o6j~A andthu camera 
distance z§.j rnt: 'I'hediffraction photographs 
were interpreted by the visual methai.: 1'he 
GF distances in these molecules were detd, 
as t,34to.o; ~ an<I t.3j to.o3 A, resp. These 
distances are sharer than expected from the 
rnt~alent radii of 1'auling and, lluggins. 'Iltis 
   `  
' 
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   shartening-is discusedl in-terttrs of reisontnce 
 
• among sevend valence-honrl structures-. The 
   dipole moment ofhalogen-substitutevl bewencs 
  -is considered in relation to the carbon-halogen 
   distances and the~rbuble hood character of 
   the linkage, Author.
      A etady of oxide films on light 
  metals by electron diffraction : Mg, Al 
- and Se. S Yamagachi. tSci. Pbpera but. 
   Phya Chem. Research, 36, q63-q7o (1939)• 
   -Electron-dilFmction patterns of Afgspeei-
   mens, prepd. bypolishing the surface with 
   cdarse sandpaper, were taken after exposing 
   dtem Jo air at room temp., at. zm°, 300° and 
   qao°(:'. The -most --:iutenge ring of AlgO is 
   found, though faintly; in the pattern of the 
   specimen IeR in ainattoom temp.: likewise, 
   the-most intense ring from i\Ig is seen faintly 
   in .the pattern of the specimen heandat qpp° 
   C_ It is, therefore, concluded that hlg is 
   masked with a thin film of 11Ig0 evena[ 
 ' 
room temp„ and the film is. quite thin (toQ 
  or soj even after heating at 4o0°C: Although 
  it is verv diflicul[ to obtain the dilFraction 
  
.patterns of AI oxides by the reflection method, 
   the author succeeded in producingthem by 
   marking deep ditches on the metal. Precisely 
  as in dte case. of I1Ig; if was possible to verify 
   that AI is coated mfih. a.film or 7-AI.O;, 
   while the-specimen heated at.5a0°C is covered 
  rdith a.~ fihu of a-ALO, With ]le Icftat room 
   tewp., the pattern obtained from the surface 
   precludes the possibility of even a [race of 
  rings• belogging to the 73ep. Author. 
     On the optical anisotropyof mole-
Vol. XIV
edlar crystals. L Nina. Seri. l'ayera InF7. 
Phya. Client. Reacarch,, 37, nq-t3o (19401. 
-Nor a tale of the body-centred tetragnt~ll 
lattice, it is shoa•ri that the rloulde refraction 
U of a molecular crystal can Ix resoh•ed into 
hvo tents D°, :md.D„ the former depending 
on the optical anisotropy of the molecule 
(molecular double refiactionl and the ]aver 
on .the parameters of the crystal stmctrire ' 
Istructuml double refraaionj. As illustrations, 
the principal polar'vabilities for the molecules 
of pentaerythritol, pentacrythritol tetranitrate 
and pentaerythrito] tetmacetate were cued. 
from the optical and the S-ray data of these 
cnstala. "11te values obtainud stand iu don-
famtity with their molecular structure. For 
penurerythrhol crystal the temp. coed'. of the 
double refmction-was also calcd. 'I'bis agrees 
well with the oltsd. value. Finally, rheralid-
ily of dte ~Lorentz-Iarenz relation applied to 
birefringenl crystals and dte implicttion of dte 
molecular refnctinn (or a liquid are Ltdefly 
discussed. Author.
   A study of one component system 
of Si0_ by means of R-rays. li.:\kit~a-
nta. Il oaeda Oyeilragtrku Aailw, 17, zt-25 -
(t9qo1.-"Pridymite was. analyzed by \-mys 
aal its special distance decd. 'I'!te numerical 
i•alues hitheno obtained are IabulaleJ with 
those of cristoMlite and gusty. The resalts 
obtained by .l---my anahsis of silict gel which '_ 
uas calcinated for z hrs. a[ goo-r.5oo° was 
compared and it was Fomtri that cgstalliration 
occurs in the temp. range, t.too-t,500°, an<I 
that the cn•etallizerl substance is cnstohalite. 
                           (: C. L.
3-ELECTROCHEMISTRY
   The electrical characteriatica of the 
-air dry cell. S. \Iakiao. and S. '1'akeshita 
Bull, Fdadrotecle. Lab., 4, btq-6t8 (t9go): 
For the :general purpose and the telephone -uce
,.-the air <Ir}~ cell of-the round type was 
rnrupateel with the manganese. rlry cull of the
AND THERMOCHEMISTRY 
I same type furnished by a representative manu-
  facturer of Japan. The results obtained. are 
  briefly sumutarized.as follows: t. "l'he.shelf 
  life of the air dry cell ~ superiorto that of 
~ -the manganese dry cell. 2. 't'here ar  air dry 
~ cells of certain make which arc euremelyin-
N6: 6 - " ,~EkdmktmGtry and 
ferior to manganese dry cells by the lowest 
intermittent test for the telephone ux. 
                           Authors.
   The- mechanism of hydrogen elec-
trode on the surface of Pt. J. Horiuti 
and S. Ikusima. I'rac, Itnp. Acad., 16, 3ti-
aa (x939)= From the measurement of the 
tale of deuterium exchange reaction behveen 
water, hydrochloric acid, and VaUFi wln. 
and the gaseous hydrogen in contact. with 
them it is found that the mech. u( the 
generation of hydrogen (zH*->' H=) in the 
hydrogen electrode is expressed by
        H s' H H H 
       H+ H*• 11+ H
amt that the last step, is e. the dischuge of 
the hydrogen molecular ion (lix*), u ihe~rtte 
detg. step. J. C:. I•• 
    The dielectric behaviours of anodic 
aluminium during its formation- A. 
iVIiyata. Sat. Papers InaG Phya. Client. Re-
aearek, 37, tq7-t7fi (tggo).-The dielectric 
measurement of anodic aluminimu dumtg its 
fomtation with const. current deroides w;Gs 
carried out, With these results, t}te effect uF 
the existence of the pre-0sidized film upon the 
fomtation stn be made clear. :\emrdmg to 
the fact that the thickness of the aeries layer 
is uniquely wen by the voltage across it, the 
 conductitih• oC the active layer during fonua-
 tion shovhb e proportional to the current 
 density'at operation. rxantg. the series eyvi--
 valent capacitance and the loss angle of the 
 active layer, the striking effcet oC the current 
 upon [hem e•as found to be amazing. Aside 
 from the question, which of the two capacit-
 ances (equivalent series or parallel),should be 
 taken, the dielectric performances of both bare 
 and filmed aluminium were compared, using 
 various current densities in acidic and alkaline 
 solos. \Text, the effect of an A.C. measuring 
 potential difference (Soc/s) upon the dielectric 
 perfonnant:es during the formation was invcs-
 dgated in a neutral solo. with the result of 
.finding the distinct differences in the bchavi-.
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ours of bam and filmed almninium: Finally, 
the discontinuity of the forming current was 
ascertained by moms o(an oscillogtaph. The 
formation of anodic aluminium -.is brought 
alwut by many superposed spasmodic dis-
charges. This phenomenon is more conspicuous 
in an alkaline solo: than in an icidic solo. 
With filmed aluminium these spimtaneous 
discharges arevery frequent and violent he-
ctuse of the instability of the unprotected 
active layer, and particularly so in an alkaline 
solo., when this phenomenon. begins ~[o ccur, 
when the voltage is:ts low as qo V. 
                            Author.
   The frequency characteristics of 
anodic aluminium during ita formation: 
A. Miyata. Set. Papers Inst. Phya. Chem: 
Reaeareh, 37,.. r77-zoa (i94o).-The frc 
quuicy chamctcristics of :anodic aluminium 
during formation was studied. Fink when 
both bam and filmed aluminium in a neutral 
solo. at a const. current density of $ m:1/tim° 
were being formed, the dielectric measurements 
were rwtrried out. at several. frequencies ranging 
from So c/s to to,ooo • e;/s. The results 
obtained suggest that heir behaviours stn be 
expressed by a simple equivalent etwork. 
The numerical . loe of each element of the 
network was actually atlcd. by these measured 
 results. For one of the rises, the nencork 
 values were mmlxtred with the measured ones, 
and mnfimred toagree well n•ith .these facts: 
Ne..t, the alsotptiot~ phenomem were corvid-
ered from a theoretical aspect, and it w:ts 
shown on the basis of Hopk'vtson's superposi-
 tion law that an absorption phenotrten'otr can 
 be genemllg represented el ctdcally b  a series 
 circuit of a resistance and a capacitance ir-
 respective of frequency or impressed cottage. 
 Particularly in the case of thefilmedaluminium 
 which shows very simple hehav~iours, the 
 dielectric properties of dte active layer alone 
 were segregated and it was found that the 
 capacibmce.ofthe.acdve layer is strictly in-
 versely proportional to the Fonnitrg voltage. 
 Then, the so-ealle:d capacitance of anodic 
 aluminium was analyzed, .and its components
6•(}940)
- __;- .rT-_-~
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boric acid solo. at room temp. were previously 
measumd. -The prelirftinary treamtencs of the 
sample to be [rated were also carefully speci-
fied as to polishing, cleansing and annealing. 
Under given conditions, the anodic behaviours 
of loth bare and filmed aluminium tverc 
obsd. in detail. "the speclncns were completed 
into capacitors; anct espts. wcra conducted 
to det. whether there were any characteristic 
differences found b}' .changing the solos. 
in which ~ the anodic aluminium was fomted 
or whether'the xistence of the preoxidized 
film ivas advanhageous to produce lectrolytic 
capacitors•~ Finally, the specimens, which had 
been forming for a long 6me in several 
different sohrs., were suddenly removed from 
their cells and immersed in another van li 
solo., either acidic or alkaline, to sec the 
chamcteristic fcawres of the rasp. initial oan-
ing solos.,, or lhewnfigurations of the waste 
layer upon -the active layer. :llistinct dif-
ferences were found between the behaviours
186 - ABSTRACT-S VoLXTV 
were detd. separately. A proper phys. mean- of bare aluminium and lilmed aluminium. 
ing was given to the absorptioii capacitance. .Author. "I'or the question of the anoclic capacitance, ~ 
whether the cyuivalent-series or p3mllel one Thermodynamic 'properties of the 
should be taken (cf. the previous ahstmct), the ~miaed solution. S Kaneko. Bull. E7ec-
dght~mutver fuss atlast given. Finally, the i troteda. Lab., 4 zSz-zSG (tygo).-Themto-
cmpacitance of the anodic aluminium during I dynamic properties of the mixd. solos. of 
formation was investigated more thoroughly in electrolytes and _non-electrolytes are treated 
several different enlns., with loth bare and from the scmdpoint of statistical mech. 'T'hree 
filmed aluminium. "The diRerence arising From ~~ cases arc considered, gamely ; the mixd. 
their rasp. features. again supported .the com- solo. of non-clectro]ytes, the mixd. solo. of 
plate reciprou-rl lau• between the capacitance ~ electrolytes, and the miarl. solo. of electrolytes 
of the active layer and the forming voltage. and non-electrolytes. Author. 
                          Author. 
                _ i Dielectric constant of gases. ti. 
   Thehydrogen ion concentration in I Kaneko. Bu1L F.ledroteah. L¢b., 4, 3y8-
the formation solution of anodic alumi• q~ (tygo).-Debye's dipole thwry does not 
nium. A. 11Iiyata. Sei. Payers InsE. Phye. ~ contradict the thermodynamic principle ven 
                                          when the sam. effect occurs. Author. Chem. Beaearch,• 37,i z3z-z73. (r 9qo).-The 
hydrogen ion conrn. and the .conductivity of Apparent molal heat capacity , of 
various solos. prepd. by adding AH,OH ro atron electrol                                                % ytea. S. Kaneko. B¢ll.
F.7edrotech. Lab'., 4; goo-qoz (typo).-The 
apparent molal heat ppacity of strong electro-
lylcs in the coned. solo. is calcd. front llehye-
}Iiickel's theory of strong electrolytes. 
                            Author.
   Diffusion coefficient of s4rong_ 
electrolytes. S._ILmeko. Bxrd.Etectroteck. 
Lab.. 4, qbq-q6j (r9go).-"the (omtula of 
the diffusion coeff. of strong electrolytes i  
decked from llebye-lluckel'sthcory of strong 
electrolytes and the diffusion melt. bF 1{CI is 
atlttl. and compared with the exptl. data. 
                          Author. 
   Thermodynamics of liquid dielec-
trics. S• Kaneko. BrrL'.. Eledrotech. Lab., 9, 
6n-brq (tygo)-'Thermodynamic relxtionis 
na satisfied with theories of liquid dielectncs 
of llebve and Onsagcr. Only Eyting ~ theory 
of liyuirl dielectric has no contradiction. 
                          Author.
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   Molecular arrangement in thin 
films of some fatty acids and oils. H. 
Tanaka. lYlr.7n. Coll. See. Kyalo Imp. fJi}io.. 
A. 12, 377-ago (1939)•- The arrangement 
of molecules. in thin films of some fatty acids, 
:md oils spread on a polished copper plate 
was examd. by the electron diffraction method. 
ht some casts heating of the film in vacuum 
at a suintble temp. changed the manner of 
arrangement of the long-chain molecules ac 
the surface of the film from irregular to re~ 
gular. The manner of :arrangement of the 
molecules in thin films of oils was found to 
depend upon the history of presen'atinn of 
the oils. Classification f the property of oils 
teas made in this respect. From the obsn. of 
the change of diffraction pattern of the -film 
widt temp. the transition-temp. oflbe lihu (the 
meldng temp. of a thin surface layer hat'iug 
a re~ularrnolecular arrangement) ttas measured. 
It was in the ranges of rao°O-r3o°C for 
sn;aric and palmitie acids, 55°-f+5'C fur oleic 
and 7inofic acids and 5o°°-lro°C for sotite 
oils. Author. 
   A study. on tnonomolecnlar films 
of esters of cyclic compounds. A. Tati-
iri. .7. Cheua. Sa. J¢p¢n, fi0, 44z-45o (1939)• 
-F-A relation of monnmolecular lilms of 
long-eh;ain esters of nine cyclic compels. and 
of dtrec fatty acids was measured. 
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 The results obtained by N. K. Adam (Prat. 
 Roy. Soc. A, Lll, 3fiz (ry26)) and Alexander 
 and Schulman (Prat. Roy. Sac. -A, 161, u5 
 (1937)) on the configunttion a d orientation 
 oCmoleculp of aliphatic esters under the water 
  surface, are also applicable in the case of 
 aromatic esters. The author ctlcd. the limit-
~ ing areas diagramatictlly From the data of 
 atomic distance, ctlency angle and region of 
!
~ action, and found good agreement with tktc   reas obsd. It was conducted on the mnfi-
 guration under the surfai:c that he cyclic heads 
  approached to the surface as near as po,~ible 
 ;tndthat molecules wore folded tooccupy the 
  smallest area. Author. 
~ Un the measurement of a small 
~ quantity of the substance adsorbed at 
  the solid-liquid interface. H. Akamatu. 
  J. Chem..Soa. Japan, 61, .t7o-47~ (r9io). 
  -To measure the quatti[y of dtc solute. ad-
, sorbed from the soln., -the mnctrs: of s<~Ins. 
  before and after t}re adsorption were detd. by 
  mt~suting their densities ¢y thn float medtorl. 
i In this report, dre adsorbent is glass powder 
  and the sohu. arc toluene sohu.~ of organic 
  acids. The quantity of the substance adsoibed, 
  which is in the onler of to'' mol per lg. of 
,, advtthetit.- x•as dud. Author.
  tinated adsorption of A„ CO; CO„ and 
  H_O on cobalt and iron. 5.:1•Iatsumunt, ' K. Taraata nd S: Kodama. Sei. Papers brat. 
~ Ph 
a. Chem. Reaeat+eh 37,    Y 3oz-3zz (~y~o). 
  -The activated adsorptions of H
,, CO, CO_ ' and H,O on the surface o~ cobalt and iron, 
  the two main constituents of catalysis in the 
  synthesis of benzene, were measured. From 
~ these'resulu a mech. of benzene syndtesu~ is 
~ proposed. and discussed as. follows: (1) dt 
  first, carbide is formed from carbon-monoxide 
 ' 
on the surface of the catal}'s6 thus ; COt 
'~ 311Ie=AIe.C-I-bleO. CarLide then reaces with
 ~, 
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  atomic hydrogens which are. formed_on the 
  ,urface h}- adsorption, 'giving, SCI-Ts group. 
  The CIIs groups. sulTer polymerisation a d 
  nrluc[ion whilcremaining oa the surface of 
  the catalyst and are conrerte5llo various kinds 
  o[ h}'tlrocarlnps. Hydrocarlwns~ thus fomied 
  then evaporate. It is considered thathe pro-
  cesses of polynterisadon, reduction and evap-
  oration steadily •go n sustaining the condition 
  of some l-ind of equip. (a) The reason why 
  hydrocarbons are fomuKl alwve t6o°C- with 
  mbrih rttal}•st is [brat he.arut. of hydmgcn 
  activatedly adsorbed on the surfaceof catalyst 
  reaches a rnnsiderable~amt. z_this temp. (3) 
  1'he rctson that the tetpp. at which the reac-
  tion. tales. place with iron catal}'st is higher 
  than that with the colxtlt is that the u:rop. of 
  the, formation of. carbide on the iron is higlier 
 than on tfie cobah. (4) H.O is produced 
 with the cobalt, ichile COs is with the iron. 
 A high desorption velocity of H,O on the 
  surface o,` mbalt.explains this. difference. 
           - 
Authors. 
     On the soipHon of chlorine. by 
 active charcoal. III. The sorption 
  isotherms at low pressure; K. Arii. 
  Bull. 7md. Phya. C/+emc Research, 19, t;3-
  rj9 (1940).-~'hrp sorption of chlorfr+e by 
  sugar charcoal activated by heating. at 900° 
  forr hours, is Netd. byastatic~nrethod. The 
 .instrument aced for the measuretncrrt. u anall-
 glassapp,. which contains Jackson's ghiss pring 
  manometer and nlcliain's-.yuartzspdngbalance. 
 1'hc sorptionisothemts nre deh3, at io°°, 30°, 
  and ;o° over a- range of press; between o.oj 
 -jomm Hg: 'Ike:resultsohtained are~hr good 
 agreement with Freundlich's eq. The follow-
 ing eys. are derived from thu e~ptl. rlataby the 
  method of lest squares : stn=~t t7Aa pnum a 
  asP°=Yt 3.zjp0.1~D, arw=93.54 I>avaa ~herc 
  a is the sorption arnt. espres~sed in crag pert 
  dtarcoal, and p is [lie-equil. press. in mm Hg. 
  '1'h
e eutpiripl eys. 'for the isolxtr (relatiar 
  Fiele•een the anu. sorbed and the tetuy. at the 
  wnst.. eyuil: press,) are ualcd. as follows: 
  qPS=aP-J.t; whcrea° is' the amt. sorlxd m • 
  o° and li is dtc cons[. 'l'irecaluraofKare
ABSTRA  CTS Vol. XIV' 
obtained as follows :~ 
  p (mm)... ~o zo 30 qo 
   K.......a•3475 t.tgoo~ r,oo7j o.yooo 
aP can also be represented b}'Fi~eundlich's ey.,
ao=165.53 paaits The following ey. be-
tween IC and p is obtained, li=k-vt log p, 
where k=z.oy6.8 and nr=a7;z ; thus ~tbc 
general eq. for the s}stem cati be expresscil 
as follows : a=aP-(k=m logp)t. The follow-
ing empirical eys. hold 1'or isostere '(relation 
between the equil. press: and atsolute temp. 
at the const. amt: sorbed), logl,+sP=toarj J 
  z79ti.7 ayto:o -- 
T logpr.P=7.726;- T Tlrc 
differential isosteric heats of sorption are also 
calcd. Authots, 
   The absorption. of biehromatea by 
wool. S. Ohuzi.. +SattaiyakreLRaa2, 11, tqy-
rj; {t93y),-The absorption of nlsCrsO: 
(nl : NH„ I{,. Na) w.•ts nmasurcd by-using rg 
of wool.' The absorption agrees with the 
adsorption •isothemt of Freundlich. 'fhe re-
lation of the absorption of sale is thus: 
(NH.)sCrsOr~ KsCrsOr ~ NasCrsO;. The 
absorption velocity and the relation between 
the absorbed amt. and temp. nre expressed 
rap. by S/(.S-z}=Kt" and z=1rZ°, where B
is the satd. absorbed amt., a the absorbed 
amt. at a time t, % and n coasts. The 
at>sortied amt. is larger ie the case of acid. 
                       J. c`. L. 
- Studies on the catalytic oxido-
reduction by some metallic complex 
salts. XV. Catalytic oxidation by cop-
per complex salts. T. Iwasaki.~ J. Chem. 
Soe. Japan, 61, qoo-ao~ (ty;o).~Thu caG~-
I}'tic oxidation of polpphenols. and some other 
inpre°anic stills caused by ahc addition of~mp-
per complex salts wits studied •by measuring 
the adsorption of oxygen. 'Che pot}•phcnols, 
e.;;., pcrc,gallol, arc easily oxirliserl. The 
in. aganic substances; c.g.; mmnonimn chloride, 
sodium uitri[e, -etc., am less easily inHvenced 
by the addition of copper complex mhs. The. 
                 CIA-COQ 1 salti such as: 6_[(.u~CH.-CO/N/4J•61-LO. 
[Cu(en)ej(SCN)_ lieC~, [Cu(en)PJ'ICIIPCO~s•
No. b q-Ca/aid Cb.•mir7ry w+d S+vjar< Chera%shy '
aHrO, etc., are considered to be most effective 
(or [he oxidation. Author.
   On the catalytic decomposition of
oxalic acid by colloidnl platinum. I. 
Sano. Bztll. Chem. Soc. Japan, 15. ry6-
zo; (tg~).-(t) The decompn. of aqu. solos. 
of oxalic acid (o.to, 0.05 noel aozj N) due 
to oxidation accelerated by colloidal platinum 
obL•tined through the process of dialysis of 
colloidal platinum-carbonyl was investigated, 
in the presence of oxygen and diffused ay-
light, during aperiod extending over 3o hoots 
at Soo°C. (z} it appears that he greater Ixtrt 
of the reaction proceeds in accordance with 
the formula for the type of zero order after 
it passed incipientl}• through a shun period of 
transition a d the rate of reactionis satrcely 
influenced by the conch.-of reacting solo. (3) 
It was definitely shown that the reaction is
rehtrded if the supple of oxygen is cut off. 
(;) The shove results are explained in con-
formity' with the mech. of reaction previously 
proposed. Author. 
    Studies on the catalytic oaido-
reduction of some , metallic complex 
anlts. XII. Catalytic oxidation of pyro-
gallol by the complex salts of platinum 
group. S. Kawakubo. J. Chem. Sue. Japan, 
60, to3t-to3h 1r939)~ t4 kinds of ammin-
complex, chiefly of lilatinum group, were 
synthesized and the- e<-emlytie oxidation• of 
pctogallol by these salts studied. Results: 
(r 1 R'bac give slight catalytic action 
[I't(\li,),CI;J, [Pd(\H,1,(NO~_j and [Ku 
INH,1,(OFI)CI]Cl•II,O. (zl \@hat give no 
eatal}4ic action : [Pt ea_fCa., [R(NH,),(OI I)r]-
CI„ [Pdc~t.jCL, [Ru{\H,)sCl.]CI•zli,O, 
[Rh(Py),CI,JCI and [Rh{NH,),H,OjCI,. {3} 
IVhat give neg. catalytic action : [Y[(Nl-l,), 
CI;]Cl., (Pt(\'H,}~.13r:r(NO,)m IYdereJCh, 
[Pd(NH;)_CL] and [Ru en. (OH) CIjCI. 
                              J. C.T.
   The effect of gases upon the cata-
lytic decomposition of oxalic acid by 
colloidal platinum I. Sano. Bull. Chem.
lfii)~1t~mit€~ Vol. 14n No. 6 (1940)
lti9
~Soc..laparq 15, zoo-zoh (iy;o}.-(r) The 
influences of gases, such as oxygen, nitrogen 
as well as air under reducedpress., upon the 
decompn. of-aqu. solo. of oxalic acid (0.05 N) 
were examd, at So.o°C, in the presence oC , 
colloidal platinurQ, obtained from colloidal 
platinum-carbonyl by dialysis and under dif-
fused daylight. (z) Oxygen alone bas a-
marked etlect in accelerating the decompn., 
whereas dte hco otbcrshave none. {3) This 
gives support o the mech. of reaction prr 
viotuly discussed. Author. (
   Studies on the catalytic activity of 
mineral springs in Iapan• I_ On the 
catalytic properties of artificial mineral 
waters. Y. Kinugasa nd Y. Hattori. Eiaee 
Kagaku, 12, r-38 (tg;o).-The author have 
examd, the catalytic power of artificial mineral 
waters containing manganous or ferrous- alt, 
by measuring the quantities of ]i.O_ decom-
posed by the waters, according to the tech-
nique described by L.. Fresenius (7,. a9wrr,/. tc
aUgern. chem. 160, z73, (tyz7))• Ayd;ors. 
   Studies on the freezing of inorganic 
hydrogels. (The preliminary report). S. 
Uno. J..tYoc. Chem. huZ. Japan, 43, 475-
x78 (ty;o).-The studies have been thadeon 
the effect, of freezing upon several kinds of 
typical inorganic hydrogels including ell(OH)„ 
Fe{Oli)„ Ni(OH)„ %n(OH)., Gu(QH)., Co-
{Olil:. Si(OH)., ''/.nCO„ CoCO„ NiCO„ 
CuCO„ YbS, CdS, CuS, '/.nS. CoS and I+1nS. 
1'hcse exrmptls. were pptd. -from the dilute 
solo, by dre ordinary utcthod and fmzen in 
contact with the mother liquor or afteh wash-
ing by rcpeateti de~anLttion. These voluminous 
:uul geL•ttirtous ppts. were converted when 
frozen, into compact form, which readily set-
tled dottn anti was littered off easily. The 
products examd. under microscope appeared 
to consist of gratmles, fraemtenb or plates,. 
which showed well-defined irre{,vlar edges. 
Sonic of the products reacted with the-pctlar-
ized litihl. 'I'bis optical activity way po;~sibl}• 
Ix: au•rilxd to dte cr,YSL•tlline structure of these 
gelatinous ppr,, or to the train set up by-the
t 170 ~ 5 
 press.: due to the,Cormation of ice. Author. 
    The influence of -temperature on 
the formation of platinum-carbonyl twl. 
 I. Sano. Bull. Cl+evi. Soe. ,7apan, 15, to6-
 u3 (tg;o).-(t) The influonce of the temp. 
 of prepn. on the formation of platinum-car-
 bonyl sol from the chloroplatmic a id solh. 
 by'the action of carbon monoxide was inves-
 tia~ated at various temps. between j° and 80 
 C; _ together with the influence of the morn.. 
 of solo. ranging from o.or to o.t °o with 
 respect o H,1'tC1r6HrO. {z) Stable sofa 
 haying a tinge of red. with a dash of purple 
 ma}• be produced from 'the solos. of conchs. 
 .between o.ot and o.08% in a wide range of 
 temp.; sofa of variouscolours such as brownish 
 ied, brorm as well ~ as dark broom may he  •f
onned in the same limits of mncn. as the 
 shove at the elevated tamps. (3} Sols tinged 
 wi[It red slightly htclining to purple may be 
 obtained, though unstable, from the o.t~ acid 
 ~solhs. only at. lower temps. {z) The above-
 mentioneri mlouration effects-werespectros-
 mpictlly analyzed with the Netting's pectro-
 photometer, :and it. -w:ta.. found that the 
 extinction curves for the sofa tinged withred
AB TR
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reach a ttutx. at about j4omEe, while those 
for the sots with a tinge varying from brown 
to black decrease monotonously with the in-
creasing wave-length. .Author. 
   The kinetics of the hydrogenation 
ofpropylene on a nickel catalyst: O. 
'1'o
yama. 'Chic /outnal, 14, 86-tao (ty4o). 
   Note on the disjntegration of the 
starch paste caused by the irradiatipn 
of ultrasonic waves. S. Ono. Thi, Jour-
nal, 14, tot {t94o). 
   Formation of the silver hydrosol, 
by means of light. S. Yagi. The Jour-
na1,14, rtj-rzy (tJ4o). 
   A note on the adsorption of hy-
drogen on reduced nickel S.Iijima. 
This Journal, 14, tz8-r36 (r9;o). 
   Studies on Organogels. -I. The gel 
from cadmium oleate oleic acid solu-
tion. I. Yamakitn. 'I'bis /oumal, 14, tq6-
r53 (IJao).
(1940)
